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Ruth Wageman is one of the foremost scholars studying and working with teams, especially leadership teams. Ruth’s research,
teaching, and practice are focused on the conditions that influence superb team performance. Ruth especially focuses on teams
whose purpose is to solve complex problems and lead system transformation. She builds collaborative leadership capacity within and
across organizations, especially with multi-sector leadership teams working to transform health and society. Ruth has been a
professor at Columbia, Dartmouth, and Harvard, where she has led many original research programs. Ruth wrote “Senior Leadership
Teams: What it Takes to Make them Great,” (HBS Press) with Deb Nunes, Jim Burruss, and Richard Hackman, as well as many seminal
peer-reviewed articles. Ruth designed the Team Diagnostic Survey with Richard Hackman and Erin Lehman. TDS is a powerful, wellvalidated assessment that measures how well the six conditions that drive effectiveness are established for a team; she also leads
accreditation workshops and teaches team development professionals how to use the instrument in their practice.
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• Professor of Management, Columbia Graduate School of Business Administration, Columbia University
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Select Client Impact:
• Helped launch many cross-sector leadership teams in the US composed of healthcare, business, social services, community and
public health leaders whose purpose is to lead transformation of their regional health systems
• Coached the development of leadership teams for research, practice, and education and advised the reorganization and culture
change processes of several major universities and research institutions
• Coached the CEO and senior leadership group of a global energy organization and helped them become an aligned leadership team
prepared for the global energy transition; supported the transformation of teams and leadership throughout the enterprise
• Coached the CEO and leadership team of a not for profit organization that develops collaborative leadership practices in other social
change enterprises, and helped them to devise a clear business model, strategy, governance structure and leadership pipeline
• Taught many cadres of high potential leaders in corporations, hospitals, universities, and NGOs how to develop effective leadership
teams and build collaborative leadership for transformational change

